Name_________________________

Date ____________

Use the words in the word box to finish the story.
pick
full
carry

grow
about
done

cut
warm
draw

drink

The first day of school is always exciting! When I wake up on that
day I think _________ what my new class will be like. I ___________
out my best new school clothes to wear on the first day. My mom
says I ___________ too fast and that I will need new clothes again in
a few months! The weather is usually still ___________ on the first
day of school so I wear a short-sleeved shirt.
After I get dressed I go downstairs to have breakfast and help my
mom pack my lunch.

I eat a bowl of cereal and fruit and _________

a glass of orange juice. This big breakfast makes my stomach feel
__________! Then my mom and I pack my backpack. Now that I’m
in third grade I get to ___________ my stuff in a backpack. I bring
school supplies for my teacher including pencils to write with, markers
to ___________ with and scissors to ___________ with. When we’re
_________ it’s time to get on the bus. Hooray for another new school
year!
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Answer Key
The first day of school is always exciting! When I wake up
on that day I think about what my new class will be like. I
pick out my best new school clothes to wear on the first day.
My mom says I grow too fast and that I will need new clothes
again in a few months! The weather is usually still warm on
the first day of school so I wear a short-sleeved shirt.
After I get dressed I go downstairs to have breakfast and
help my mom pack my lunch.

I eat a bowl of cereal and

fruit and drink a glass of orange juice. This big breakfast
makes my stomach feel full! Then my mom and I pack my
backpack. Now that I’m in third grade I get to carry my stuff
in a backpack. I bring school supplies for my teacher
including pencils to write with, markers to draw with and
scissors to cut with. When we’re done it’s time to get on the
bus. Hooray for another new school year!
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